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I do appreciate your intent to save my time but I can't answer the question 
CUTLER DESIGNS 	like Wayne much. He is a very decent human being and R. 

in many ways an excellent reporter. These being my belief 
confident also the truth, I could not 
answer "no." But if I answers "yes" I 
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would seem to be endorsing his work. As he 
knows I also can't do that. I'll try to anti- 

DATE ci--t pa e what may be on your mind. I do 

Walleye that the assassinswould be making 
conspicuous conspicuous at the scene of the crime 

or anywhere near it or in any way that could 
he connected with it,I see no purpose and 

needless hazard for others who may have been 
part of a conspiracy for doing tills, either. 
However, I have known of the report of the 
Ioungblood arrest for years and. have no reason 
to doubt Wayne on this. My recollect'ns of 
what else he went into are not cleaT nough 
for guessing what else you may have in mind. 

...I'm disappointed that Jerry Williams had no 
interest in the new book. I wrote him in ad-
vance and on learning that letters I'd written 
ethers on talk shows did not reach them recent-
ly wrote him againp I think he may have gotten 
himself hung up on Frank, judging from the way 
he treated each of as, with me on the phone, 
when -"._cank's book came out and because after I 
sent him a copy of Frame-Up when it came out he 
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had no interest. For a man like Jerryto ignore 
this tradygdipt and theNonly way his audience 
can get it. elnd the only 	ok on the Kng assassi- 
nation no4-4n support of 	he official fiction 
is more than a mere disappointment for me. 
Hope 	ou have a good years. best regards, 

Stahl 


